Violence is a very bad thing to do. Violence affects our neighborhood and to the community.

Violence affects a lot of people's lives and minds too. It affects kids because young adults see violence, they think it's a okay thing to do, and they would use it when they have fights or on a hurry. People use violence to protected themselves but they don't know is they are setting a bad example for kids and adults too.

When people use violence, there are causes. The cause is when you use violence, other will use it back and the cause would go worst, to a really bad fight. Another cause is violence and how kids see it, it go inside their brain, and they would think violence is a way to protected myself but it's not.

What I can do when it comes to violence is help. Help others when their in a fight instead of using violence talk to an adult about their problems. Also helping is teaching the young ones that violence
Shouldn't be used.